In this presentation, I will propose an alternative analysis of feature checking/valuation based solely on categorial (functional [D, T] and lexical [N, V]) features. One of my main assumptions is that lexical heads have an exclusively lexical feature matrix ([N, V]), whereas functional heads have an exclusively functional feature matrix ([D, T]) (with relevant specifications for each head, e.g. N [+N, -V], V [-N, +V], D [+D, -T], T [-D, +T], etc.).

In the course of the derivation, syntactic items are forced to interact to check/value their features. Checking involves switching features from negative to positive, valuation involves mutual sharing of specific values (such as φ- or tense features). More often than not, the configuration between the items requiring checking/valuation provided in the derivation is not conducive to checking/valuation and a syntactic operation (Move/ Merge) must apply - ‘when and why’ is to a great extent the subject matter of my presentation. Crucially, my next assumption is that only lexical features allow local feature checking/validation (i.e. under Agree), whereas functional features require Merge or Move to do so. Furthermore, functional heads can interact only with other functional heads, and they are allowed to interact with lexical categories through functional heads selecting them (e.g. D selects NP, v selects VP, etc.). These functional heads provides lexical categories with a functional feature layer indispensable for ‘communication’ with functional probes (as in Chomsky 1999: 9).

My analysis accounts for the facts traditionally ascribed to the EPP without resorting to the EPP itself. Similarly to some previous analyses based on categorial feature checking (Pesetsky & Torrego 2000, Haeberli 2000), I show that the uninterpretable D-feature on T is only partly responsible for the so-called EPP-effects, but I believe it must work in tandem with a T-feature. As opposed to the aforementioned analyses, I assume that T’s T-feature, though interpretable ( [+T]), is actually unvalued (lacks the specific tense content which is introduced in v) and must undergo valuation in the course of the derivation. Since in my analysis functional features require Merge/Move to satisfy their requirements, it explains why we have movement to TP of either the subject, or the verb (or both) - both the subject and v (v or V-v) bear a specific valued T-feature (the subject has entered checking/validation with v upon its Merge in Spec,vP). A comparable situation to the one in TP occurs within CP in wh-questions, where CP is assumed to be [-T] (see Pesetsky & Torrego 2000).

Furthermore, I will show that the EPP-effects cannot be reduced to Case (as proposed by Martin 1999, Boeckx 2000, Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 2001), especially NOM(inative) Case, which I claim does not exist. What is perceived as NOM is actually a basic form of a nominal expression bearing φ-features, but no Case. When an NP enters an Agree relation (possible between lexical heads only), e.g. N [+N, -V] and V [-N, +V], where the verb in traditional terms assigns ACC(usative) to the NP, its (lexical) φ-features are no longer accessible to outside probing, i.e. the functional head D ( [+D, -T]) selecting this NP will not be able to access the φ-features and transmit them to any probe. A DP/NP that has not entered any Agree relation is free to share its φ-features with any probing functional head. Previous analyses attempting to reduce the EPP-effects to φ-features (Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1998) seem to have been on the right track, however, no matter how well they suit NSLs, they are not very successful with the English or Icelandic data, especially the notorious Expletive Constructions in their various guises. In this presentation, I will concentrate on exactly these difficult areas and show how my analysis copes with both the English and Icelandic data (unaccusative EXPL-constructions, TECs, raising EXPL-constructions) and predicts the observed Case/Agreement and word order facts.
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